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Cooper Can Outsmart Lady Bugs
Who Am I?

I am a good insect... I am a Lady Bug. My real name is Lady Bird Beetle. There are
many kinds of Lady Bird Beetles in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. I am usually red with
ten black spots. During the spring and summer my bright colors scare other insects
who try to eat me. I am a very important insect because I eat many other insects
that eat plants. One of my favorite foods is aphids. In the winter I rest (kind of like
bears) but I do not sleep in caves. I prefer to hide under bark and rest with many
other lady bugs. I also like to stay in houses over the winter and on bright sunny days
in the winter I will wake up and you can find me around your windows. Many people
find me bothersome when I decide to spend the winter in their homes.

Lady Bug

How Does Cooper Outsmart Lady Bugs?
Cooper Pest Solutions has a service that reduces the amount of lady bugs that will enter your house. By treating the exterior of the structure before
Lady Bugs enter they will be deterred from overwintering. Additionally, our pest proofing division can help seal up cracks and crevices that the
lady bugs will typically hide in. Instead of staying in your home they will find another suitable site to survive the winter. If Lady Bugs/Lady Bird
Beetles have already invaded your home for the winter control becomes more difficult. We will need to treat the exterior to and the interior to try
to control as many of the lady bugs as possible. Once they are inside they will not breed. The finite number of bugs will stay until the spring when
they will go outside and start the cycle again. Typically, once a home is infested with lady bugs it will become infested commonly in future years
during the fall.

About Cooper

Cooper Pest Solutions is a family-owned business that residents and businesses have trusted since 1955. With our team of two entomologists, numerous
environmental specialists and a licensed sanitarian, we develop unique programs that separate us from the rest of the pest control industry. From maintenance
and prevention services to environmentally-conscious programs, call Cooper and find out why.....
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